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What is IoT?

“The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to a system of interrelated, internet-
connected objects that are able to collect and transfer data over a 
wireless network without human intervention.”

aeris.com

Examples what a “Thing” can refer to
 A light bulb
 Heartrate sensor
 Tracking device (Package, cars, pets, animals, humans)
 A motor wear monitor, (for predictive maintenance)



Why is IoT such a big deal?

Segments (examples): 
 Healthcare
 Smart Home
 Smart cities
 Connected cars

 Smart farming
 Connected industry
 Smart retail and logistics
 Smart grid and energy

“Because it makes connected cities safer; asset tracking more cost effective; 
healthcare more personalized; and energy consumption more efficient.”

aeris.com
Why IoT short:

 Cost saving
 Security
 Efficiency
 Quality control
 Convenience



Healthcare

Examples:
 Real-time patients monitoring in their own environment
 Automatic emergency assistance
 Notice in change of habits for elderly living at home

A 2015 Goldman Sachs report indicated that healthcare IoT devices “can save the 
United States more than $300 billion in annual healthcare expenditures”. $300 
billion yearly is a 10% saving of all healthcare costs.

Several smaller ongoing healthcare IoT project. 
 IoT technology in retirement homes and elderly living at home. 



Smart Home

Probably the most popular IoT app today since it’s the 
one most affordable and readily available to users.

Benefits:
 Managing all the devices from one place (smart speaker/phone/pad)
 Maximizing home security (water leakage, burglary, monitoring)
 Remote control
 Increased energy efficiency



Logistics
Keep track of products from raw material, subcon-
tractors, manufacturer, supply chain to the end 
customer in real time.

Benefits:
 Location tracker in real time
 Environment sensing in real time: temperature, shock, moisture, pressure, …
 Real time fleet management
 Eco friendly shipping. Carbon footprint can be easily monitored for all shipments
 Better Supply-Demand Balance

https://transmetrics.eu/blog/iot-logistics-revolutionizes-supply-chain-management
https://transmetrics.eu/blog/best-iot-logistics-startups

https://transmetrics.eu/blog/iot-logistics-revolutionizes-supply-chain-management
https://transmetrics.eu/blog/best-iot-logistics-startups
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https://www.seekmomentum.com/blog/manufacturing/the-evolution-of-industry-from-1-to-4
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https://www.seekmomentum.com/blog/manufacturing/the-evolution-of-industry-from-1-to-4


https://iot-analytics.com/industry-4-0-adoption-2020-who-is-ahead/
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Statistics
Year 2020

 20 US billion* online IoT devices (2.6 devices/human)
 $1 US trillion* Worldwide IoT spending
 Biggest drive behind IoT investments (54%): cost reduction

Year 2025
 Expected 75 US billion* online IoT devices (9.6 devices/human)
 Expected $3-4 US trillion* World wide IoT spending
 Expected 50% of all internet data is IoT generated

Source and more random IoT statistics and predictions: 
https://review42.com/internet-of-things-stats

*) Notice in swedish: US Billion = miljard= 109, US Trillion = biljon = 1012

https://review42.com/internet-of-things-stats
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Heat Exchanger process in Technobothnia

Three IoT examples

Meteoria visitor center

Beach Water Temperature



Meteoria visitor center
Off-grid and IoT system Vaasa

Söderfjärden
Impactcrater

Meteoria

IoT Laboratory
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Biomeiler (compost 
heater)

Meteorite Barn

Meteoria Exhibition

Energy cellar

Weather Station
3 kW

4.5 kW
58 kWh

Meteoria visitor center
Off-grid and IoT system
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Biomeiler (compost 
heater)

Meteorite Barn

Meteoria Exhibition

Energy cellar

Weather Station

iot.novia.fi

iot.novia.fi

Open publicly

Meteoria visitor center
Off-grid and IoT system



IoT device with 2 temperature
sensors. Total cost 45€

Hietasaari

Strömsö

Raippaluoto
Beach Water Temperature

Kronvik

IoT Laboratory

Wireless 
technology:

Network:

Platform:

WAN

iot.novia.fi
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Analog flow sensors

Digital flow sensors
Digital temperature sensors
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IoT device, ESP32: 10€

Realtime data ona a web page
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Questions and information
Hans Lindén Sören Mattbäck

050 595 4366 050 306 5092
hans.linden@novia.fi soren.mattback@novia.fi

IoT, Internet of Things IoT Laboratory

First IoT workshop (Teams)
7th of October, 09.00 – 11.00

mailto:hans.linden@novia.fi
mailto:soren.mattback@novia.fi
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